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ABSTRACT

A severely divided society contains two or a few ethnic or religious groups that seek to dominate the state or to escape the domination of others. Most such societies do not manage to adopt institutions that enable groups to share power and avoid domination. Among those that do manage to adopt conciliatory institutions, the durability of those institutions tends to be quite limited. In some states, the arrangements lapse or degrade, and in others they actually create new problems related to ethnic relations and conflict.

Consider three such problems: (1) the bias of electoral commissions that undermines the fairness of those electoral systems that initially facilitated interethnic accommodation; (2) the stalemate that usually afflicts states committed to a regime of strict minority guarantees and prevents them from producing compromise on issues that divide ethnic groups; and (3) the actual workings of federalism and regional autonomy in which minorities at the level of the overarching state manage to gain control of federal units or devolved regions but then fail to accord minorities within those units or regions a fair share of power and opportunities, thereby creating new conflicts at those lower levels.

All these recurrent problems might be mitigated if conflicted states had a vibrant rule of law that could (1) make electoral commissions operate fairly, (2) enforce norms of intergroup accommodation in decision making and policy outputs, and (3) prohibit discrimination against local minorities in devolved units. The neglected element in studies of severely divided societies is the absence of such a rule of law. For that reason, it becomes imperative to consider how the rule of law develops, whether its development can be encouraged, and if so by what means. That is the subject of this seminar, which is devoted to speculation, hopefully informed speculation, about the rule of law in severely divided societies.
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